Kitty Thomas Books Reading List... i.e. Where do I start?
Most of my books are standalones, however, I DO have a couple of series of
“interlocking standalones” as sell as a novella series that ideally needs to be read in
order.
Below I've tried to organize my books into groupings and to let you know a little about
each one so you can navigate what to read in what order. I'm also including this printable
PDF because I know I really like to have these reading lists printed out so I can highlight
books when I finish reading. (Yes, I'm THAT big of a nerd!)
NOTE: This list is current and up-to-date as of 5-30-22. I will update the list with each
new release. Check my website for the most up-to-date list.
These books can all be found on my website with descriptions/blurbs, or at popular
online retailers in ebook and print. I'm not going to waste space writing out the full
blurbs, just going to give you a brief idea of what the books have in them.
IMPORTANT: NONE of my books contain cheating. Sometimes there are multiple
partners but it is not cheating. Nobody is lying or being dishonest. Many of my heroes
like to “share/pass around” the heroine. But some of my books are monogamous. I've
noted those cases below. ALSO NONE of my books contain cliffhangers. They are all
COMPLETE and finished stories.
Most of my books deal with themes of captivity, but they aren't dark in sadistic ways.
NEWEST RELEASE:
The Sacrifice (contemporary dark romance, standalone) (5/23/22) This one is
another dark wedding book and features the best friend of the heroine in The Proposal.
This one can be read first or after the proposal. It’s a dark captive arranged marriage
romance with a virgin sacrifice element.

SERIES BOOKS:
* THE PLEASURE HOUSE * (contemporary dark romance) (books involving a
training house for pleasure slaves. The books in this series are mostly about the
men who run this training house and the relationships they develop.)
COMPLETED SERIES

Books in the Series:
1. Guilty Pleasures: multiple partners but not menage. All the owners/trainers of the
house are introduced in this one. Bored housewife, can't achieve orgasm with her
husband is trained and awakened to her own desires, after which, she will be sold.
2. Broken Dolls: (also available in Audio: Narrated by Troy Duran and Meg
Sylvan) Villain of the series gets his own book here. You'll want to have his babies even
if you hated him in Guilty Pleasures. The darkest/scariest of the trainers, but a fan
favorite. This one is monogamous (only the main guy is with the heroine). Two broken
people. A hurt/comfort story. (There is a spin-off series of novellas from this book
and this couple called Brian and Mina’s Holiday Hits. You don’t have to have read
the entire Pleasure House series, but it is helpful to have read Broken Dolls first.)
3. Surrender: The “nice guy” at the house gets his story, though he seems darker with
the damaged and fragile woman he's paired with. Gabe goes out with a woman but
thinks she's too innocent and he's too dark for her, so he leaves her alone, only to find
later she's been sold into prostitution. This one is monogamous. (only the main guy is
with the heroine). A hurt/comfort story.
4. Pretty Lies: A “prequel”. It goes back in time to the beginning of the house and gives
you the story of how Anton (one of the owners) and his pet came to be together.
Definitely not what you expect. (They are already together at the start of the series in
Guilty Pleasures.)
5. Twisted Fates: An owner almost everyone hated in Broken Dolls (I hated him so
much I wasn't going to give him his own book). But you will LOVE him in this one.
This one is a menage though the secondary master shows up later in the book.
The Series is also available in ebook as a box set called: The Pleasure House
* BRIAN AND MINA’S HOLIDAY HITS * (Brian and Mina (from Broken Dolls in
the Pleasure House world) have their own side series where their HFN turns into an
HEA and you get to see exactly HOW the hell Mina went from what she was in Broken
Dolls to who she is in Surrender as well as their murder hijinks.)
Novellas In series:
1. The Easter Hunt: (also available in audio: Narrated by Troy Duran and Meg
Sylvan) Brian gets captured by an old enemy, this time it’s Mina’s turn to rescue him.

Witness the birth of Mina The Badass as these two perfect psychos continue their story
arc.
2. Blowing Things Up (coming soon)
3. Title to be released (Halloween story) (coming soon)
4. Title to be released (Holiday story) (coming soon)
5. Title to be released (Valentine’s story and last in the series) (coming soon)
* THE DARK ARTS * (crosses over with the Pleasure House world) (contemporary
dark romance) (More books probably coming in this one but there are NO cliffhangers
so read these because I can't promise there will even be a third one. I have an idea for a
third one but who knows if it will actually happen.)
The Con Artist: A struggling artist, steals millions of dollars from a wealthy collector
who hunts her down and enslaves her (I know, I'm pathological. There is definitely a
theme in my work), then mentors her to help her develop her art. VERY kinky. LOTS of
sharing (he shares her). Ambiguous ending for this pair (hard to call it an “HEA” but
they are together), however they get a subplot in The Escape Artist (where their HEA is
solidified) and you MEET them in Twisted Fates above where they are already together.
So this book chronologically happens before Twisted Fates in the Pleasure House
world. (You can start with the dark art world and then go back up to Pleasure House or
start at Pleasure House. Either one is an entry point into these worlds.)
The Escape Artist: (also available in audio: Narrated by Tor Thom and Charley
Ongel) Woman who was captured and abused escapes and then spends 6 weeks revenge
torturing the wrong man. He turns the tables and enslaves her. Lucky for her, he's not
evil. But he is firm. She's too broken to be free, and so he trains her for his own
purposes. There is some sharing in this one. (For those more familiar with my work, this
book is like if Comfort Food and Tender Mercies had a baby.)
Or you can buy it as an ebook box set: The Dark Arts
STANDALONES:
* Contemporary Standalones *
Comfort Food: My debut bestselling novel and one of the original dark romances. Most
people who have heard of me know about me through this book. Monogamous. Woman
captured by a man who won't speak to her and turns whips into comfort and chicken

soup into punishment. You have to read it to get it but you'll never look at chicken soup
the same way again.
Perfection: (also available in audio: Narrated by Shirl Rae) (contemporary dark
romance, standalone.) This one is a dark ballet book with a mysterious blackmailer and
is getting rave reviews! (It has sort of a “phantom of the opera” feel.)
The Proposal (also available in audio: Narrated by: Sebastian York and Meg
Sylvan) (contemporary dark romance, standalone) This one is a “sinister wedding book”
and that's all I can tell you about it. The story is told a bit out of sequence kind of like a
Tarantino movie but less jarring.
The Game Maker: (also available in audio: Narrated by: Shirl Rae) (contemporary
dark romance, standalone) This one is a captive story. Creatively sadistic captor plays
mind games with the heroine to train her to obey his will.
The Monster Keeps Me Safe: (also available in audio: Narrated by: Lucy Rivers)
(formerly titled: Tabula Rasa:) This one is insane... woman wakes up with amnesia to
find herself living in an abandoned theme park in a post apocalyptic world. Something is
off about her husband. Then a stranger shows up and... well I literally can tell you
almost nothing about this book without spoiling it but you will LOVE Shannon (the
guy). This one is monogamous, no sharing.
Mafia Captive: A mafia book (clue is in the title!) Young woman witnesses a mob hit
and instead of being killed is offered as a gift to a man who is part of a crime family.
There is a whole “fake engagement” ruse involving his crazy larger family around the
holidays. This one is monogamous.
Tender Mercies: A hurt/comfort story. Kinky woman (Grace) wants to have a more
“real experience” and meets a guy online who invites her to an island where what she
thinks she wants and needs is real. But instead of providing for her, he abuses and breaks
her. Asher, is a guy who also lives on this island and had a real slave who he is
responsible for killing (not directly and not intentionally). He sees Grace
at a showing (preliminary sale sort of situation), and buys her to rescue her from the
monster who has her. Monogamous.
Trust Game: (also available in audio: Narrated by: Addison Barnes) This one is a
short novella that readers seemed to really like. It has a sort of “Dexter” vibe to it.
Woman interrupts hit man while he's killing her abusive criminal husband. He can't let
her go, but he can't bring himself to kill her, so he decides to keep her instead.
Monogamous.

Big Sky: This one is pretty dark, has an open-ending that some people hate because it's
not “happy” in a traditional way. There are multiple men. And there is a lactation fetish
(yes, that's exactly what you think it is.) This book is a love it or hate it book. I would
never suggest anybody read this first. It's more experimental. Read my other stuff first,
see if I'm right for you, THEN if you're good with all that, try this one.
* Paranormal/Fantasy/Sci-Fi/Mythological Standalones * (basically everything that
isn't “normal humans in a more-or-less normal world”)
Berserker: (also available in audio: Narrated by: Troy Duran and Lauren Sweet)
Claire is a valkyrie, the only one who can calm a berserker’s rage. And that berserker
has marked her as his mate.
Submissive Fairy Tales (contains novellas: Awakening, The Auction, and The King's
Pleasure which were originally published separately): Awakening is a mermaid sexual
awakening fairy tale. Monogamous. The Auction involves a young woman who is
auctioned off as part of some barbaric lady-selling tradition, but the man who buys her is
one of the monsters (these kind of alien dragon-y things) on the planet. And he has a
brother (menage). The King's Pleasure is about a girl who is caught stealing bread in the
king's castle but instead of losing her hand, the king spares her and keeps her for
himself. Monogamous-ish.
Blood Mate: Vampire story. August is cursed and suffers whenever he kills a human
victim, but he suffers more if he doesn't. The only way to stop suffering is to find the
woman whose mind he can't get inside and control, his blood mate. The only problem
is... she's happily married and absolutely unwilling to give herself to August. Menage.
(this one may get a sequel.)
The Last Girl: (also available in audio. Narrated by: Laurie West and Christian
Black) A vampire story, but a totally different vampire mythology and not in any way
connected to Blood Mate. Christian has killed 100 women. He keeps them as pets for a
while but eventually, being a vampire, loses control. He is unable to resist Juliet. He's
been watching her for years, keeping her pure for himself, but once he takes her, the
clock on her life starts ticking down. Monogamous-ish... there is a club/party scene that
involves others.
Dark Night of the Soul: (also available in audio: Narrated by: Addison Barnes) A
cross between a vampire story (different mythos from the others), and a sci-fi story.
Night and Day each last 1000 hours in this world... 40 sleeps. It's sort of a “Purge” meets
vampires story. Woman is suicidal and has given up hope, gets caught out at night and
captured for the guy running everything behind the scenes. He's intent on “bringing her

back to life”. Monogamous.
Persephone: (also available in audio: Narrated by: Gregory Salinas) A dark/kinky
retelling of the Persephone and Hades myth. Nonmonogamous. (I mean,
there are orgy parties).
* COLLECTIONS *: (ebook only)
Capture Fantasy Collection: A bundled collection of: Comfort Food, Mafia Captive,
and Big Sky
Dark Paranormal Erotic Collection: A bundled collection of: The Last Girl, Blood
Mate, and Submissive Fairy Tales.
I also have a PNR series originally written by my previous pen name, Zoe Winters
which has been rebranded with Kitty Thomas.
* Fated Mates PNR Series * These books can technically be read as standalones but
you get the most of out them if you read them in order. Each book has it’s own HEA and
no cliffhangers, but there is a larger overarching story that brings all the characters
together. You can also read Incubus Awakened first without any problem but either way
you’ll want to read the first two books before the others.
1. Blood Lust: The first book in the series and the only one that is 3 novellas,
introducing most of the characters in the world. 3 separate HEAs. Features a sorcerer
and a werecat, a vampire king and a human, and a werewolf and a human.
2. Incubus Awakened: Introduces the rest of the characters in the world and the
demons.
3. Hunted: Agoraphobic witch and a panther shifter
4. Bad Magic: Witch and the head Incubus who rules the demon world.
5. Forbidden: A vampire turned angel and the priest she turned into a vampire. A little
light kink in this one.
6. Caged Moon: Several years into the future, the children of other characters in the
book get together and get their HEA.

